THE MOPANE

One ecologist claims that two thirds of all living things in the world
depend on trees. Another, that nine out of ten living things live in
rain forests!
Without doubt, trees support a huge diversity of life.
Complex foodwebs form on trees. A caterpillar munches
on the leaves while a weevil nibbles at the seeds;
beetles gnaw on the bark while a monkey eats his
fill of fruit and birds eat up the caterpillars. Under the
ground, roots give homes for aardvarks, worms and
beetle larvae. Carnivores prey on all these creatures
and parasitic wasps live inside them. Lichens,
orchids and ferns live on the tree’s branches. Leaves
and dead wood drop to the ground, are chewed up
by insects, rotted down by fungi and soil bacteria,
recycling the soil nutrients brought up from deep
below ground. It is this rich tapestry of relationships
that makes trees so precious.
We will look at one tree - the Mopane - and the
relationships it nurtures. The Mopane tree is a
miracle worker, a life-support system for people,
animals, and cultures. Her scientific name is
Colophospermum mopane and she is at home in the
far northern parts of South Africa, and in Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Botswana, Zambia, Namibia, Angola
and Malawi. Sometimes short and scrubby, and
elsewhere creating a ‘Mopane cathedral’ four
metres tall, these trees take centre stage in an
ecological drama which brings life to the soils of southern Africa. Only Mopane knows how
to grow so well in these difficult soils, through association with a specific bacteria that fixes
the nitrogen from the air. Only elephants and Mopane worms have stomachs tough enough
for fully-formed turpentine-scented leaves of the Mopane. They both help keep Mopane
trees small, allowing other plants the light they need, fertilising the soil with their dung. The
caterpillars produce even more dung than the elephants!
The worms are a tasty harvest of protein for people – as long as they remember to squeeze
out the bitter gut-juices. Those that survive chew their way through, leaving the trees bare,
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before crawling off to bury themselves in the ground and wait for their huge moth-wings to
grow. But the Mopane recovers, springing new butterfly-shaped leaves, fresh and edible for
thirsty kudu and impala at the end of the dry season.

ACTIVITy
Label with local names - Choose a tree from your area. Draw a big picture of your
tree. Write and draw the plants and animals that live in, on and around it - on the
leaves, the stem, branches, the ground and air. Add ways that people use and benefit
from your tree.
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